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RISKVAL PRE-TRADE ANALYTICS (RVFI)
RiskVal’s Relative Value Fixed Income (RVFI) is a multi-currency and multi-strategy pretrade system. It allows traders and portfolio managers to run an in-depth analysis using
relative value metrics and measures to generate new trading strategies and maximize
alpha. RVFI is a ready-to-use SaaS (Software as a Service) platform installed natively on
each user’s PC. RVFI covers all interest rate instruments, from cash and plain vanilla
securities to exotic derivatives over the universe of G30 currencies. RVFI’s risk
management framework is carefully designed to provide intraday front office risks and P&L
management.
RVFI has more than 200 relative value trading strategies which we developed over the last
19 years based on our close relationship with elite traders in top Wall Street institutions.
RiskVal financial engineering captures the very latest intellectual property of the most
current issues. Over the years, RVFI has become a de facto pre-trade analytic tool for
trading desk. The entire analytics libraries are home grown by our financial engineering
team no external commercial libraries are needed, such that we can fully fine tune for
performance and accuracy.

MTS EXECUTION PLATFORM
RiskVal’s new MTS Cash service for our Euro govie clients integrates MTS Cash data
directly into RVFI, enabling traders to access MTS prices, market depths, and liquidity data
side by side with RiskVal’s cutting edge relative value analysis for fast trade identification.
RiskVal’s MTS service also comes with Order Management (OM) service, seamlessly
integrating with MTS’ BondVision (BV) platform such that traders can submit trades directly
from RVFI to BV. RiskVal's MTS service offers the best of RiskVal pre-trade analytics with
MTS Cash + BV to improve trading profitability for our clients.
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MTS SPECIFIC COLUMNS & SHEETS
The RVFI MTS service enhances the EUR Bond Roll sheet and EUR Sprd/Bfly with live
price and transacted volume data as well as Market Depth.
Live Prices, Transacted Volumes and Market Depth
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SEAMLESS INTEGRATION TO EXECUTE TRADES
Using RiskVal’s proprietary RV measures like the popular CMT curve to identify profitable
trades, coupled with MTS liquidity data, traders can quickly discover, build and send these
strategies from RVFI directly to MTS BV to be executed.
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TRACK EXECUTED TRADES
Once a trade is executed in BV, it will automatically be reflected in the RVFI trade blotter
sheet. Traders can compare the executed spread with the referenced spread to see how
efficient execution levels are in MTS compared to the actual spread.

ADDITIONAL LIQUIDITY ANALYSIS
RVFI also aggregates and displays MTS’ trade volume in notional and DV01 by country,
sector and issue, giving traders actionable insights. Traders can drill down further into each
country, sector, issue and even trade level. This arms traders with the knowledge of the
most liquid countries and gives them insight into market flows of each sector and issue.
Market Flows (Notional)
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Net Market Flows (Notional)

Market Flows (DV01)
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Net Market Flows (DV01)

HOW TO GET STARTED
To get access to RiskVal's MTS service, a user must be authorized by MTS and have an
active or trial RiskVal Pre-Trade Analytics license.
For more details, our team is available 24/5 and can be reached via any of the following
channels:
bizdev@riskval.com
+1 212 631 0808
IB Chat Jordan Hu
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